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ARTICLE

Towards systematic and objective evaluation of police officer
performance in stressful situations
J Bertilssona,b, DC Niehorsterc,d,e, PJ Fredrikssona, M Dahld, S Granérd, O Fredrikssona,
JM Mårtenssona, M Magnussonb, PA Franssonb and M Nyströmc

aPolice Region South, Swedish Police Authority, Malmö, Sweden; bDepartment of Clinical Sciences, Lund
University, Lund, Sweden; cLund University Humanities Lab, Lund, Sweden; dDepartment of Psychology, Lund
University, Lund, Sweden; eLund University Cognitive Science, Lund University, Lund, Sweden

ABSTRACT
To ensure a continuous high standard of police units, it is critical to
recruit people who perform well in stressful situations. Today, this selec-
tion process includes performing a large series of tests, which still may
not objectively reveal a person’s capacity to handle a life-threatening
situation when subjected to high levels of stress. To obtain more sys-
tematic and objective data, 12 police officers were exposed to six sce-
narios with varying levels of threat while their heart rate and pupil size
were monitored. The scenarios were filmed and six expert evaluators
assessed the performance of the police officers according to seven
predefined criteria. Four of the scenarios included addressing
a moderate threat level task and the scenarios were executed in
a rapid sequence. Two further scenarios included a familiar firearm drill
performed during high and low threat situations. The results showed
that there was a large agreement between the experts in how they
judged the performance of the police officers (p < 0.001). Performance
increased significantly over tasks in four of the seven evaluation criteria
(p ≤ 0.037). There was also a significant effect of pupil size (p = 0.004),
but not heart rate, when comparing the different sequential scenarios.
Moreover, a high level of threat considerably impaired the motor perfor-
mance of the police officers during the firearms drill (p = 0.002). Finally,
the pupil seemed to systematically dilate more when a threat appeared
immediately than with a delay in the scenarios (p = 0.007). We conclude
that systematic and quantitative judgments from experts provide valu-
able and reliable information about the performance of participants in
realistic and stressful policing scenarios. Furthermore, objective physio-
logical measures of heart rate and pupil size may help to explain and
understand why performance sometimes deteriorates.
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Introduction

Police work is challenging and requires a plethora of skills to handle the wide range of situations
that may occur during everyday work. According to studies cited in Anshel (2000), being a police
officer is one of the most stressful jobs in the world (Anshel, 2000; Gyamfi, 2012). The stress may
manifest itself as physical stress, which includes physical activity such as running, lifting and
carrying, and psychological or psycho-social stress, which may be triggered by critical incidents
such as threatening situations where the police officers feel they cannot control the situation
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(Anderson, Litzenberger, & Plecas, 2002). Stress can significantly impair the performance of police
officers and, during long-term exposure, lead to conditions such as burnout and long-term illness
(Gyamfi, 2012; Savic, 2015; Siddle, 1995; Yaribeygi, Panahi, Sahraei, Johnston, & Sahebkar, 2017).
Police-specific simulated training exercises have been shown to induce a substantial amount of
stress, and influence tasks relevant to police performance (Nieuwenhuys & Oudejans, 2011;
Nieuwenhuys, Savelsbergh, & Oudejans, 2012).

On a physiological level, the stress response is a strong activation of the sympathetic nervous
system (SNS), part of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), due to some kind of experienced
threat. Emotions of fear or anxiety are connected to the stress response but likely stem from
conscious working memory circuitry (LeDoux & Pine, 2016). The stress response has certain
physiological effects on our central and peripheral nervous systems, affecting our neurological
systems to various degrees depending primarily on the kind of threat and how severe it is
perceived to be (LeDoux, 2000; Wang et al., 2018). Physiologically, stress can manifest itself as
dilated pupils and bronchial tubes, increased heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, muscle strength
and awareness, etc. (Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009). Stress has been shown to affect neurocognition
(Dawes et al., 2014). The effects of repeated stress exposure have been less examined but reports
suggest ramifications on cognition (Yuen et al., 2012) and that stress exposures in close succession
may cause an increasing stress response level (J. Bertilsson et al., 2019).

Being able to handle stressful situations is important for any police officer but particularly for
members of police special units, such as special weapons and tactics (SWAT) teams, who are
exposed to potentially dangerous and threatening situations to a larger extent than the average
police officer. However, also regular patrol officers face high risk of injury or death (Meyerhoff
et al., 2004) because they typically arrive first to a situation, before the conditions on the site have
been determined (Bertilsson, Petersson, Fredriksson, Magnusson, & Fransson, 2017; Greenberg,
2007; Petersson, Bertilsson, Fredriksson, Magnusson, & Fransson, 2017). An elite SWAT unit fills
a critical role in minimizing the risks of injuries among police officers, the civilian population and
the perpetrators alike while resolving anticipated or protracted high threat situations. Since these
situations commonly are associated with high levels of stress, a crucial aspect when recruiting
members to a police force is to assess how the recruits perform in situations where stressors are
present (Bertilsson et al., 2013).

One route towards more systematic and objective assessment of police officer performance is
through the use of structured expert-evaluations in combination with physiological markers.
Evaluation by experts could include viewing video recordings of the recruits while they perform
a series of tasks and assessing their performance according to a systematic protocol with questions
relevant to the position the recruits are applying for. Such questions could be related to how they
handle a situation in terms perception, communication, voice control, motor control, spatial and
temporal tactical implementation. Physiological markers, on the other hand, may provide a means
to objectively estimate the level of stress in response to a threatening situation (Anderson et al.,
2002; Bertilsson et al., 2013; Carroll et al., 2000; Freyschuss, Hjemdahl, Juhlin-Dannfelt, & Linde,
1988; Sawai, Ohshige, Yamasue, Hayashi, & Tochikubo, 2007). In the context of police officer
recruitment, this is useful both in terms of measuring the stress response of applicants in a test
situation, but also through pre-testing ensuring that the test situations trigger a desired level of
stress.

Due to the strong relationship between stress and heart rate, several studies have used heart
rate monitoring to quantify stress in response to threatening situations (Atkins & Norris, 2004;
Bertilsson et al., 2013; Vonk, 2008). In a study on police patrol officers, Anderson et al. found
a systematic relationship between heart rate to both physical and psychological stress (Anderson
et al., 2002). Examples of situations that led to an increase in heart rate were hands on a holstered
gun and discussions with people suspected of crime. The relationship between stress and heart
rate can also be found in more controlled environments such as laboratory studies, for instance
using the Trier Social Stress Tests (TSST), where participants are exposed to public speaking and
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arithmetic problem solving (Kirschbaum, Pirke, & Hellhammer, 1993). The TSST can lead to
heart rate increases of about 25% in a population of University students (Kirschbaum et al., 1993).

Psychological stress has also been shown to cause dilation of the pupil, even though this
relationship seems to be less studied than that between stress and heart rate (Beatty & Lucero-
Wagoner, 2000). One example of the systematic relationship between pupil size and stress is
a study on car driving, where pupil size could be used with a relatively high accuracy (79.2%) to
distinguish low-stress situations from high-stress situations (Pedrotti et al., 2014).

Currently, the differences between the training methods and tests used for assessing the police
officer’s perceptive, cognitive and motor skills in connection with a stress response are very large,
and the pros and cons of the different methods used are extensively debated. Some argue, for
example, that the biological stress marker heart rate is not related to performance (Eamonn,
Daugherty, & Arnetz, 2019) whereas others argue the opposite (Siddle, 1995). Thus, to more
conclusively examine the effects of stress on performance, research is needed that details how to
measure the level of stress and how to assess objectively the effects of stress during training and
test settings that include different levels of threat (Bertilsson, Fredriksson, Piledahl, Magnusson, &
Fransson, 2014). Hence, one objective of this study is to expand the current knowledge regarding
this highly debated, but also very important, subject on how to handle the effects of high levels of
stress, which in extreme situations can be a matter of life and death, and how to measure it with
appropriate physiological biomarkers.

The issue of stress effects on performance is still somewhat taboo and has at times been attributed
to poor personality traits and mental weakness (Paton & Violanti, 2008). However, since the stress
response is an unconscious neurological reflex in all humans and most mammals (Nesse, Bhatnagar,
& Ellis, 2016), this is not something that can be selected away by only using individuals supposedly
lacking these traits. This means that after selection of the most experienced and resilient in tests, it is

Figure 1. The participant’s performance of the tasks was monitored by the SMI eye-tracking glasses (recording pupil diameter
and a first-person view), three go-pro cameras monitoring the scene and a bioharness (recording heart rate). The study
participant is marked in black, his gaze location is a yellow dot, the scenario figurants are marked in dark-red and the scenario
instructors are marked in blue. The green bar in the heart rate/pupil size diagram shows for what period during the test
sequence the images displayed originate. D1 – D4 in the recording stands for performing tasks 1 – task 4.
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still necessary to ascertain that these individuals can deal with the consequences of the stress
response, which may require optimized training of properly selected techniques, tactics and use of
adapted equipment to diminish the negative effects (Bertilsson et al., 2017; Petersson et al., 2017).
That said, sometimes training and experience might still not be enough to make someone able to
handle high-stress situations in real life (Dahl, Granér, Fransson, Bertilsson, & Fredriksson, 2018). To
enable us to know what to demand of applicants to the police force or special units, and how to
improve selected abilities further, we need to learn more about our stress response and its effect in
different settings. This study is a stepping stone in this work to improve human ability to respond in
a risk-minimizing way for all involved in difficult or dangerous situations.

There are studies of the psychological correlates of behaviors under conditions of threat but
this study focuses on the physiological markers. It is largely unknown how physiological measures
of heart rate and pupil size relate to the performance of police officers over repeated tasks and at
different levels of threat. The aim of this study was to investigate how exposure to repeated threats
as well as different levels of threat influences the performance and physiological measures (heart
rate and pupil size) of police officers in realistic policing scenarios. The performance was assessed
by experts in terms of perceptual, cognitive, and motor skills during six test scenarios.

Methods

Experiments were performed in accordance with the Helsinki declaration and the recorded data
were handled according to the procedures approved by the Scientific Ethical Committee at Lund
University, Sweden (Dnr 2014–36). All participants provided written informed consent. Analyses
focusing on a different aspect of the same dataset are presented in (Bertilsson et al., 2019).

Participants

Twelve healthy male subjects participated in the study (M = 30.7, SD = 3.2 years). However, due to
recording malfunctions the heart rate recordings from one of the participants and pupil diameter
recordings from another participant were excluded from analysis. The data were collected while

Table 1. Scenario description and duration of tasks.

Task Scenario description
Duration (Mean (SD))

(seconds)

1. Immediate moderate threat encounter scenario;
Hostage situation where a person stands behind another person and holds a knife to their
throat. The hostage-taker releases the hostage when the police officer enters the room,
and walks towards the police officer.

26 (8)

2. Delayed moderate threat encounter scenario;
When the police officer enters the room, a person sitting calmly at a table is in plain sight.
Suddenly a person with a knife appears from behind a fridge and moves toward the police
officer while yelling angrily.

34 (22)

3. Immediate moderate threat encounter scenario;
Hostage situation where a person holds another person who sits at a table from behind
and holds a gun to their head. When the police officer enters, the hostage taker turns the
gun toward the officer.

25 (6)

4. Delayed moderate threat encounter scenario;
Compliant persons in a room with two dangerous objects visible in plain sight. When the
police officer opens the door, one person is standing to his right and suddenly another
curious person appears from behind the opened door.

136 (48)

5. Immediate high threat encounter scenario;
A man points a gun at the police officer from a corner of a room. The gun threat must be
handled by shooting, but the police officer’s gun has a jam that needs to be cleared before
the police officer can use his pistol.

11 (4)

6. No threat encounter scenario;
Live fire jam-clearing drill test on a firing range.

≈120
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the participants performed tasks in test scenarios. All participants were experienced police officers
who had at least 5 years of prior experience with fieldwork. A prerequisite for participation was to
be in good health. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (with contact
lenses).

Equipment

Heart rate and body posture were recorded during tasks 1–6 with a Zephyr Bioharness® 2.0
(Zephyr technology cooperation, Annapolis, USA), and the pupil diameter was recorded during
tasks 1–5 with eye tracking glasses from SensoMotoric Instruments (SMI), Berlin, Germany.
Additionally, the participants’ performance during tasks 1–6 was monitored by two or three Go-
Pro™ 3.0 cameras, which also recorded sound. These were placed such that the actions of all actors
in the scenario were always recorded by at least one camera, see Figure 1. Before the task sequence
started, a three-point calibration of the SMI glasses was performed followed by manual inspection
of the accuracy by asking the participant to fixate another set of points on a wall. Additionally,
both the SMI glasses and Bioharness system detected when the participants leaned forward to
equip themselves with a belt and holster. This enabled time-synchronization of the heart rate
recordings made with the Bioharness and the pupil diameter recordings provided by the SMI eye-
tracking glasses. The Bioharness system sampled the ECG activity at 250 Hz and the SMI glasses
recorded the pupil diameter at 30 Hz.

Procedure

Six different tasks were performed by the participants, including no threat, moderate threat, and
high threat scenarios (see Table 1 for a detailed description). One task was performed during the
morning (task 6) and five tasks during the evening the same day (tasks 1–5), where tasks 1–4 were
performed in a sequence with a brief rest between tasks of about 33 s (M = 33.2, SD = 9.4 s). Task
5 was performed about 4 h after the task 1–4 sequence.

The effects of repeatedly performing stressful tasks at moderate threat levels were evaluated by
comparing questionnaire scores from six experts in police officer training (see ‘Analysis’ section
for details), recorded heart rate and pupil diameter (see ‘Equipment’ section below), during tasks
1–4 that were performed in sequence with a brief rest between tasks. The effects of performing
tasks under different levels of threat were determined by comparing expert review scores of motor
performance when executing the identical firearm jam-clearing drill at no threat (task 6) and at
high threat (task 5). Moreover, a more detailed comparison between performance under moderate
(tasks 1–4) and high (task 5) threat was done by comparing performance as measured by expert
review scores, and by comparing evoked stress reactions as by measuring heart rate and pupil
diameter. Additionally, it was also determined if any of the parameters used to assess performance
were affected by whether a threat appeared immediately at the onset of the task or if it appeared
after a delay. Based on recorded heart rate, tasks 1–6 were in retrospect categorized to produce
threat at low (mean 95.9 bpm (SD 9.9)), moderate (mean 123.7 bpm (SD 10.8)) and high (mean
141.7 bpm (SD 30.0)) levels. The policing actions performed by the participant during all
scenarios involved at most slow walking (i.e., no physical strain likely to cause increased heart
rate).

Before starting each task (task 5 and 6) or task sequence (task 1–4), the participants put on the
recording equipment, which was calibrated and synchronized. The participants were also
equipped with a SigSauer adapted for Simunition cartridges and a pepper spray canister that for
training purposes contained only water. The morning task (task 6) was performed outdoors in
daylight. All of the five evening tasks (task 1–5) were preceded by the participant standing for
about 30 s in a dimly lit (4.6 Lux) anteroom. All evening tasks started when the participants
opened a door between the anteroom and a scenario room, where a specific scenario started to
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play out immediately. When the door to the more brightly lit scenario room was opened, the
participant was exposed to an illumination of 191 Lux. When completely inside the scenario
room, the illumination increased to about 385 Lux. When a scenario instructor judged the
policing task to be completed, he terminated the task with a verbal ‘abort’ command and, if
performing the task sequence, the participant returned to the anteroom for a brief rest before the
next task commenced. The participant received no detailed instructions about the scenario to
address and was merely asked to deal with the situation.

Analysis

The performance of each participant during each of the tasks was rated by six experts in police officer
training practices. The experts reviewed the performance using the video recorded with the front-facing
camera on the SMI eye-tracking glasses, which was shown to the raters with the participants’ gaze
overlaid on the video. The experts also reviewed the films from the three Go-Pro cameras displaying an
overview of the scene from different viewpoints, see Figure 1. However, the participant’s heart rate and
pupil diameter values were not revealed to the experts. The experts were allowed to watch the partici-
pant’s performance as many times as they wanted. The order in which the experts rated videos from the
different participants and tasks was randomized. The experts scored the participants’ performance using
a custom-made questionnaire (Appendix A), targeting seven different aspects of performance. These
categories were; I – perception, II – verbal content, IIIa – verbal voice control, IIIb – general motor
control, IIII -spatial andV – temporal tactical implementation, andVI – overall situational control. After
determining that the experts’ responseswere highly correlatedwith each other, the average scores fromall
six experts were calculated and used in the statistical analyses.

Figure 2. (a) Perception, verbal and motor control performance scores (I-IIIb). (b). Spatial and temporal tactical implementation
and overall situation control (IIII-VI). The perception and motor control performance increased more clearly throughout all
repeated tasks whereas mostly the spatial tactical implementation and overall situation control suffered a decline when
encountering a more complex scenario in task 4.

Table 2. Effects of repetition on the expert review scores.

Performance category Repetition

I. Perception 0.014 [8.5]
II. Verbal content 0.192 [1.9]
IIIa. Motor control of voice 0.004 [13.1]
IIIb. General motor control performance 0.037 [5.6]
IIII. Spatial tactical implementation 0.104 [3.1]
V. Temporal tactical implementation 0.023 [6.9]
VI. Handling of the situation overall 0.120 [2.8]

a Repeated measures GLM ANOVA analysis of how the expert
review scores for questionnaire categories I-VI were affected by
main factor ‘Repetition’ during the repeated tasks.
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The average heart rate and pupil diameter during each of the tasks were analyzed offline by
a custom-made program. The Onset time of each task was defined as when the door between the
anteroom and scenario room was opened, and thus, when the scenario was revealed to the
participant. The Offset time of the task was defined as the moment when the scenario instructor
terminated the task with a verbal ‘abort’ command.

Statistical analysis

The seven questionnaire categories (I-VI), the average heart rate, and the average pupil diameter
during the four repeated moderate threat tasks 1–4 were analyzed using repeated measures GLM
ANOVA. The main factor was ‘Repetition’ (Tasks 1, 2, 3, 4; d.f. 3). The repeated measures GLM
ANOVA was used after ensuring that all dataset combinations analyzed in the study with this
method produced residuals that had normal or close to normal distribution, thus validating the
appropriateness of using a GLM ANOVA (Altman, 1991). Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank
tests (Exact sig. 2-tailed) were used for within-group post hoc comparisons, i.e., analyzing the
differences between tasks.

A Spearman correlation analysis was performed to determine with what consistency the six experts in
police officer training scored the performance of each of the test subjects and during each of the tests.
Additionally, a reliability analysis was performed using the Cronbach’s Alpha test when evaluating the
consistency in expect scoring.Moreover, Spearman correlation analysis was performed to determine any
relationships between the expert’s performance scores and the biomarkers heart rate and pupil diameter
during moderate threat (task 1–4) and during high threat (task 5).

In the post hoc analyses, p-values smaller than 0.0500, 0.0250 or 0.0167 were considered significant
depending on the number of comparisons made, in line with Bonferroni correction procedures. The
Shapiro–Wilk test revealed that some datasets were not normally distributed and that a normal distribu-
tion could not be obtained by log-transformation. Thus, non-parametric statistical methods able to

Table 3. Effects of repetition on the heart rate and
pupil diameter.

Physical manifestations Repetition

Heart rate 0.217 [1.7]
Pupil diameter 0.004 [14.1]

a Repeated measures GLM ANOVA analysis of how
the mean heart rate and pupil diameter were
affected by main factor ‘Repetition’ during the
repeated tasks.

Figure 3. (a) Average heart rate during tasks 1–4 (moderate threat tasks). No significant difference in heart rate was found
between repeated moderate threat tasks. (b). Average pupil diameter during tasks 1–4 (moderate threat tasks). The pupil
diameter was significantly larger during tasks where the threat appeared immediately (tasks 1 and 3) compared with tasks with
delayed threats (tasks 2 and 4).
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handle comparisons of individual datasets with non-normal distributions were used in all post hoc
statistical evaluations (Altman, 1991).

Results

Properties of expert evaluations

The Spearman correlation analysis between the six individual expert evaluations, as manifested by
the scoring form, revealed a strong consistency between the ratings of the individual experts (p <
0.001, r ≥ 0.468). The reliability analysis revealed a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.890.

Effects of task repetition on the expert review scores

When repeatedly performing tasks that induced moderate threat in a sequence, performance
significantly increased over tasks for the perception (category I, p = 0.014), motor control of voice
(IIIa, p = 0.004), general motor control (IIIb, p = 0.037), and temporal tactical implementation (V,
p = 0.023) categories (Figure 2, Table 2).

The post hoc evaluation suggested that the test subject’s performance systematically improved
by repetition in verbal motor control (category IIIa, p = 0.002 – between tasks 1 vs. task 4), in
general motor control (category IIIb, p = 0.010 – between tasks 1 vs. task 2), and in temporal
tactical implementation (category V, p = 0.009 – between tasks 1 vs. task 3). However, statistical
findings for perception (category I) suggest that tasks where the threat appeared immediately
(tasks 1 and 3) produced a poorer perception than tasks with a delayed threat (tasks 2 and 4), (p <
0.001, task 1 vs. task 2; p = 0.005, task 1 vs. task 4)

Figure 4. (a) Having to handle a task with higher threat caused a significant decrease in motor control performance (IIIb) and
in overall situation control (VI). (b). The general motor control performance (IIIb) was significantly poorer when resolving/
clearing a pistol jam during high threat (task 5) compared with no threat (task 6). (c). The average heart rate was significantly
higher when submitted to moderate threat (Tasks 1–4) and a high threat (task 5) compared with performing a task without
threat (task 6). Despite large difference in mean heart rate between moderate and high threat tasks, due to large individual
differences during the high threat task this effect did not reach significance. (d). The pupil diameter was about the same under
high threat (Task 5) as under moderate threat (tasks 1–4).
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Effects of task repetition on heart rate and pupil diameter

Repeatedly performing tasks under moderate threat had no significant effect on the average heart
rate during tasks 1–4 (Table 3, Figure 3). However, the average pupil diameter during the tasks
decreased significantly by repetition (p = 0.004).

A post hoc evaluation revealed no Bonferroni-corrected significant differences in heart rate
between the moderate threat tasks 1–4 (Figure 3). However, a pattern emerged in the pupil
diameter data, suggesting that the pupil diameter was significantly larger if the threat appeared
immediately (tasks 1 and 3) compared with if the threat appeared with a delay (tasks 2 and 4) (p <
0.007, task 1 vs. task 2; p = 0.007, task 1 vs. task 4; p = 0.014, task 3 vs. task 4)

Effects of threat levels on the expert review scores

The high threat scenario (task 5) only allowed the experts to score four of the questionnaire categories,
IIIb, IIII, V and VI (Figure 4(a)). Having to handle a high threat task caused a significant decrease in
general motor control performance (IIIb, p = 0.003) and in overall situation control (VI, p = 0.018)
compared with the average performance during moderate threat tasks (tasks 1–4).

Finally, when comparing expert review scores for performing a firearm jam-clearing drill
during high threat (task 5) with performing the same task during no threat (task 6) (Figure 4
(b)), it was found that the test subject’s motor control performance was rated significantly poorer
in the high threat situation (IIIb, p = 0.002).

Effects of threat levels on heart rate and pupil diameter

The statistical evaluation revealed no significant differences between the mean heart rate values
during the moderate threat tasks and during the high threat task 5 (Figure 4(c)). Moreover, the
average size of the pupil (Figure 4(d)) during the moderate threat tasks 1–4 was not significantly
different compared with the pupil diameter recorded during the high threat task (task 5).

Relationship between expert scores during moderate and high threat and recorded heart rate
and pupil diameter

The Spearman correlation analysis revealed no significant relationships or trends between any of
the performance scoring categories and the heart rate during the tasks withmoderate threat (task 1–4)
(p ≥ 0.125, r≤ −0.5). However, during the high threat task (Task 5), trends suggest that higher heart
rate levels were related to poorer general motor performance (p = 0.082, r = −0.6), poorer temporal
tactical implementation (p = 0.082, r = −0.6) and a poorer handling of the situation overall (p = 0.074,
r = −0.6)

The Spearman correlation analysis revealed one trend between a performance score and the
pupil diameter during the tasks with moderate threat (task 1–4). During task 3, a larger pupil
diameter tended to be related to better spatial tactical implementation (p = 0.077, r = −0.6).
However, during the high threat task (Task 5), no significant relationship or trends between any
of the performance scoring categories and the pupil diameter could be found (p ≥ 0.533, r≤ −0.2).

Discussion

The requirements for police officers working in field duty are extensive. For officers working in
the elite SWAT police units, the specific requirements are to perform well during physically
strenuous and high threat situations. Today, selection of SWAT-recruits includes performing
a series of tests, which still may not objectively reveal a person’s true capacity to handle a life-
threating situation while submitted to high levels of stress. Hence, we need efficient tools to
perform systematic and objective evaluations of police officer performance in stressful situations.
The objective of the present study was to evaluate some of the factors that may affect performance
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while executing stressful tasks. Another objective was to determine the reliability of using experts
in police officer training to evaluate the performance of police officers during tryouts using
a custom-made questionnaire, and to investigate whether the biomarkers heart rate and pupil
diameter can explain some of the variation in performance.

Properties of expert evaluations

The statistical correlation analysis of the experts scoring of performance revealed a high consis-
tency between the rating values obtained from different experts. The extensive experience of the
experts is likely one of the key reasons that this, essentially subjective, method is still viable for
practical use. Another key factor was likely that the experts were provided with the relevant
information needed to conduct a proper review from the cameras and were allowed to repeatedly
watch the films while judging performance. A novel and appreciated tool by the experts were the
SMI eye-tracking glasses that displayed the participants’ gaze overlaid on the video, and thus
revealed continuously where the participants looked while performing the tasks. A complex
problem is to determine what aspects of a performance are relevant to score. Our questionnaire
focused on seven categories, but there is room for expanding it with more comprehensive and
detailed questions, for instance, ‘did the participants detect all harmful objects in the scenario
room?’. The most obvious use of the gaze for the experts was to compare to what degree the
participants tried to perceive possible threats by scanning the risk areas, followed by how soon
they reacted to an allready visible or suddenly presented threat.

A noteworthy limitation with using correlations to determine consistency of experts’ evalua-
tions is that correlation values only show that the experts consistently rate the same kind of
participant performance as either good or bad. However, a correlation value does not take into
account properties like offset and amplitude differences in the scoring of performance.

Effects of task repetition

Repeatedly performing tasks seemed to have potential to improve some of aspects of performance more
than others. In the expert scores, the predominant aspects that improvedwith repetitionwere perception,
motor control of voice, general motor control, and temporal tactical implementation (Table 2).
Moreover, pupil diameter during the tasks decreased significantly by repetition. Hence, when exposed
to a sequence of scenarioswith different objectives and required actions, see Table 1, there is still potential
to make improvements and adaptations. These improvements may include enhancing basic neurobio-
logical skills like perception and motor control. However, it should be noted that the tasks that were
repeatedly performed caused only a moderate heart rate increase (i.e., induced a moderate threat), to on
average 120 bpm. Hence, it remains unclear whether skills like motor control also improve when
repeatedly exposed to higher stress levels and whether stress adaptation at this moderate threat level
transfers to high threat situations.

Effects of threat levels

Having to handle a high threat task caused a significant decrease in general motor control
performance and in overall situation control compared with the average performance during
moderate threat tasks (tasks 1–4). The most marked effect was found when comparing expert
review scores for performing a firearm jam-clearing drill during high threat (task 5) with
performing the same task during no threat (task 6). The motor control performance dropped
significantly in the high threat situation. Hence, the study revealed that the level of stress may
affect also an extensively trained complex motor skill (task 5. see Table 1) when under the
influence of a strong stress response. This finding concurs with reports describing difficulties
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using fine or complex motor skills when under a strong stress response (Applegate, 1976;
Fairbairn & Sykes, 1942; Siddle, 1995).

The biomarkers heart rate and pupil diameter were not significantly different between mod-
erate and high-stress levels, but the differences in average heart rate levels were large (see Figure 4
(c)). However, individual variations in heart rate were large during the high threat task, partly
because at least one of the participants was sleepy, which may have caused him to show few signs
of being affected by stress when performing the high-stress task. Moreover, the extensive field
duty experience of the participants may have caused that the stress levels induced by the simulated
high threat scenario was probably too low (induced an average of 142 bpm) to reveal the more
dramatic effects of a high threat.

Effects of whether a threat appeared immediately or with a delay in the task scenarios

An intriguing finding is that the pupil diameter was systematically larger during scenarios where
the threat appeared already at the start of the task compared with scenarios where the threat
appeared with a delay. Moreover, the experts also scored participants significantly lower on
perception skills when they had to address an immediate threat. Hence, the pupil diameter may
reveal how participants respond to details in the scenarios they were exposed to.

The study’s findings are of interest for several reasons. Firstly, the findings add new knowledge
about how police officer’s stress changes during various scenario conditions, which may have
practical implications when developing police training and planning at strategical as well as
operational/tactical levels. The knowledge can also be useful in after-action reviews of high-
stress police interventions. Secondly, the study revealed that recordings of pupil activity could
be used separately and in combination with heart rate as a reliable and recordable physiological
stress marker, this also for research where the temporary effects of the stress response on
performance are of interest. Finally, the study suggests that experts, when allowed sufficient
time and sufficient access to footage of the testing situation, can assess police officer’s performance
also in details such as perception, cognition in verbal content, tactical implementation and motor
control, to the level where the scorings reveal deficits in performance related to increased stress
levels.

When considering aspects of practical usefulness, there exist today on the general market
numerous comparatively low cost and easy to use equipment for measuring heart rate, which
makes this stress recording approach viable also for local police organizations and for individual
instructors who want to examine stress levels during and after training or tests. For example, heart
rates due to the stress response around and over 145 bpm may explain why police officers
evaluated display difficulties to perform fine and complex motor skills during tasks performed
(Siddle, 1995). Another viable tool for evaluating the effects of stress responses was found to be
expert evaluation of performance. However, the good performance of the expert evaluators was
likely substantially enhanced by the fact that the test subjects in this study were continuously
monitored during the tasks by three external cameras and one-eye tracking camera displaying
where the test subject looked. Specifically, the films of participants view and gaze location may
have been very useful when evaluating the perceptive abilities of the participants. If the pupil size
changes are also made available to the instructors, then they may be better able to gauge how
participants perceived the scenario subconsciously. However, the eye-tracking camera equipment
used in this study presently costs upwards from several thousand US$ at minimum, and demands
assistance and technical expertise to handle. Thus, the device may only be suitable for use at larger
regional police education and training centers.
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Limitations

The small number of subjects (n = 12) limited the reliability of the statistical analysis of the relationship
between the expert scores, the heart rate, and the pupil diameter and limited the opportunities to
investigate the effects of randomizing the order of tasks performed. However, an unexpected positive
effect of the fixed test order turned out to be that differences in the responses of the biomarkers heart rate
and pupil size, depending on scenario characteristics, were revealed. Moreover, human figurants were
used in the tasks performed, which might have introduced differences in how each scenario played out
for each of the test subjects, e.g., in verbal content and in movements made in the scenario room.
However, this limitation was regarded of lesser relevance than the benefit that human figurants’ can
interact with the test subjects, which lends the scenario higher realism. That said, further research should
bemade on a larger number of subjects, using a randomized tests order, to determine a systematic role of
design settings on the biomarkers responses to different situational characteristics.

Another limitation of this study is that all included subjects could be regarded as elite police officers.
Thus, more studies should be made to determine baseline values in the performance rating forms, using
larger groups of subjects consisting of amixture of experienced and novice police officers before and after
having received education about recommended approaches.

Finally, the study design gave restricted opportunity to determine the role of the individual
psychological factors and their interactions, likely to have induced the stress in the test subjects. The
vehicles commonly relied on to produce stress is a mix of fear of pain (Simunition paint marking
cartridges), uncertainty (creates anxiety), surprises (startle response), own expectations and perceived
own performance and the additional social stress factor due to the surveillance (cameras and measur-
ing devices) and to being watched live while performing. However, we have in a previous study noted
that the measuring equipment (heart rate) and performing the physical task while instructors watched
gave a much lower mean heartrate than when performing the same task with fear of pain (Simunition),
figurants and with reviewing witnesses (other instructors) (Bertilsson et al., 2013).

Conclusion

Systematic and quantitative judgements from experts provide valuable and reliable information
about the performance of participants in realistic and stressful policing scenarios. The concept of
guiding the experts’ rating of the test subject’s performance using a predesigned form that was
sectioned into a set number of performance aspect categories, regarded of relevance in policing
situations, turned out to be a successful approach, e.g., several of the scoring categories used
revealed well when a test subject was affected by stress. Thus, this kind of approach can be
recommended when evaluating recruits for police officer education, SWAT team membership, or
for obtaining feedback verifying that a training method has produced the intended effects.

Since even a highly trained complex motor skill deteriorated significantly corresponding to
a mean heart rate of 142 bpm during a high-threat (high-stress) scenario compared to repeated
correct performance of the same motor skill corresponding to a mean heart rate of 95 bpm during
no threat, the psychomotor effects of stress should become a more serious research subject in
connection to police practices, tactics, training and equipment design in the future.
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Appendix A

Performance rating form

The performance of each participant during each of the tasks was rated by six experts in police officer training
practices. The experts scored the participants’ performance using a custom-made questionnaire, targeting seven
different aspects of the performance.

I: Perception

How are the risk areas in the scenario scanned visually?
Assess with a cross between 0 = substandard & 1 = excellent
0 I – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –I 1

II: Verbal content value

Communication through content in what is said and its relevance?
Assess on a scale between 0 = substandard & 1 = excellent
0 I – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –I 1

IIIa: Motor control of voice

Tone (stress level), custom variation and audibility (clarity)?
Assess on a scale between 0 = substandard & 1 = excellent
0 I – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –I 1

IIIb: General motor performance

How are physical movements performed and the weapon handled, e.g., muzzle point control and use of sights
etc.?
Assess with a cross between 0 = substandard & 1 = excellent
0 I – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –I 1

IIII: Spatial tactical implementation

Selection of position and movements in the scenario room during the course of the scenario to address the task?
Assess on a scale between 0 = substandard & 1 = excellent
0 I – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –I 1

V: Temporal tactical implementation

When in time were decisions made and what were their relevance (choice of action)?
Assess on a scale between 0 = substandard & 1 = excellent
0 I – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –I 1

VI: Handling of the situation overall

Assess on a scale between 0 = substandard & 1 = excellent
0 I – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –I 1
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